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Abstract. This paperdiscusses the possibitity of seed qyaliu.assessment

using artificial neural networks. we present a model of a classifier

nas6a 0n a cascade structure, whici;h consists of different standard

neural nefuvorks-LVQ netvvorks and BPN. The classifier provides a

piiiti ittssification of mut1dimengonal vectors in classes with
'c:ontacted 

boundaries. The classifier has an acceptable training

itoiitu. This probtem is related to quatity assessment .of different

iioAucts inctu'ding seeds.ln this paper the ctassifier is used for

Zebaiation qua1ty assessment bas,ed on geomet1cal parameters of

corn seeds. These parameters are measured by a standard measurement

method and a computer vision system. The results obtained by the

piiipoitA classifier are c1mpared with results using the standard BP
'rna 

ngr networks. lf the seed dimensions are measured by the

S;tandard method the classifier gives a correct classification of all

tiirit. When the dimensions are measltred by the computer vision

system the ctassification accuracy is about 94'2%'

l . lntroduction

Quality assessment of agricultural products is a complex

problem. The features of this products, which are used for

quality classification, vary at wide ranges. 0n the other side,

sgmsof these features can not be measured precisely. ln some

cases features like shape, color, smell and taste are used for

classification.
The seed quality is assessed by the following features:

purity, homogeneity, germination, vigor, vitality etc. Because of

ieatures variety and the difficulties related to their estimation,

technologies in this area have not pratically changed for many

years. The expert with his knowledge and his abilities to inter-

pret is a key figure in the process. This defines the nature of

the assessment - subjective, slow and inaccurate'
The Development of an efficient automated technology for

seed quality assessment supposes the following main steps:

to form quantitative estimations of the features used

as a basis for classification;
- t o d e v e | o p a f o r m a | m o d e | , w h i c h r e p r e s e n t s i n v e s -

tigated objects as classification obiects;
to develop an appropriate classifier for grouping ob-

jects (seeds) into classes according to the standards.
Different features like form, size, color, surface texture,

and typical elements (germ, fibrils etc.), are used for seed

quali ty est imation [5,8,13,15,19]. Different sensors are used

for measurement of these features: CCD cameras; X-ray sen-

s0rs; sensors using reflection and passing of various radia-

tions,
Multidimensional vector descriptors are used for formal

presentation of seeds as classification objects. The morphologi-

cal features, related to the shape and geometrical parameters

of seeds [3,11,14,15], are used for puri ty analysis, germination,

homogen-eity, vigor and other similar sowing properties [12].
Color ind texturefeatures are used for authenticity, infection and

germination assessment [10,5,6,7,8,16] A combination of

irorphological and texture features is often used for improving

of characteristics' informativity [B]'
There are different principles and methods for seeds qual-

i ty classif icat ion [3,17,18]. Some of the them are based on

Art i f ic ial Neural Networks' 11,2,4,9,15,171' Ruan and Ning [20]

use BPN to determine roughness of wheat seeds infected with

fusarium. Paliwal and Visen [17] use neural networks to identify

sgme sofis of wheat crgps. BPN is used by different authors to

estimate various seed properties [4,9]. Aitkenhead and Dalgetty

at al. [1] use neural networks for separation of wheat from weed

seeds.
Apart from the encouraging results related to aftificial

neural networks applications in seed quality assessment, there

are some problems:
- Large training sets are needed for an effective training

of the neural network. (some training sets include hundred seeds)'
- The number of inputs increases when the size of object

vectors is bigger (this is necessary for more informative seed

description). The training time (especially for frequently used

BPN) increases when the number of inputs and the size of

training sets grow. This leads to unacceptable resource require-

ments for neural network training'
- lf there are classes with contacted boundary sudaces,

a problem about classification of vectors lying near by boundary

surfaces arises.
ln this paper a new classifier is discussed based on

different standard networks - LVQ and BP. This classifier has

acceptable training res0urces and high classificatign accuracy'

2.Methods and Materials

2 . 1 . T h e S e e d 0 u a | i t y A s s e s s m e n t a s a P r o b | e m
of Multidimensional Vector Classification in Classes

with Gontacted BoundarY Curfaces
The seed quality assessment is implemented by grouping

seeds in classes based on several features' The lntervals for

every feature x, which define quality classes are: A,

A, = *? *x,1 ; A. - f * x! etc. They have contacted
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boundaries. A typical example of this task concerning corn seed
classification 0n the base of shape and size is shown in table
1.

Table 1

Ne
class

Size and
shape of grain

Height
(X), Mm

wdth (Y),
Mm

Length
(Z), Mm

First Larqe round 5.5-7.5 8.5-e.5 (10)
Seconc Large f lat 3.5-5.5 8.5-e.5 (10) q o  1 1 . 0

Third Middle f lat 3.5-5.5 7.5-8.5 9 . 0 - 1 1 . 0

Fourth Srnllf lat 3.5-5.5 6.5-7.5 A o 9

Fifth Narrow flat 3.5-5.5 7.5-7.5 9 .00-11 .0
Sixth Middle round 5.5-7.5 7.5-8.5

2.2. Application of Standard Neural Networks for
Corn Seeds Separation

The most attractive network for this task is BPN (basic
architecture or some variations). BP network presented in fig-
urel is used for evaluation of corn seed separation in conformity
with the data presented in table 1. Codes of the classes are given
in table 2.

First group
Second groul
Third group
Fourth group
Fifth group
Sixth group

height, nrnr

Figure 2. Seed class structure

All seeds which are out of specified range shown in table
/ have to be grouped in a new class-sittings,

There are some problems using BPN:
1. Different classes have different dimensions along each

co-ordinate axis (figure 2). This rneans that the classes centers

will be irregularly distributed in the space of input vectors. lt is
expected that the input vectors which are near to the boundary
surfaces will be associated to the nearer center. This center can
not be the correct class center. This result was confirmed
through BPN simulation.

2. The BPN training requires comparatively large number
of training vectors (we use '1200 corn seeds in our research).

3. Even if there is an enough representative training set,
the classification accuracy of the network in the area of bound-
aries is not high.

4. lf the classes from the table 2 are presented by the
domain R1 in the space of the objects vectors (figure 3) the
sittings' domain R2 will surround the domain R1. The centers
of R1 and R2 will get into the domain R1 (in this case they will
coincide). Regardless of the different positions of the two do-
mains the network will strive to associate the vectors from R1
and R2 to the same center. This is a conflict for every type of
network. These problems make the usage of the BP network
inefficient.

Another kind of neural network, which can be used for this
task is the Kohonen netwQrk. 0n principle, this is a network
which clusters the input vectors. Clustering is efficient when the

Table 2. Names of the classes

x' Y z code

5,5+7,5 8,5+9,5 0+1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
3,5+5,5 8,5+9,5 0+1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
3,5+5,5 7,5+8,5 9+1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
3,5+5,5 6,5+7,5 0+9 0 0 0 1 0 0
3,5+5,5 7,5+8,5 9+1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

5,5+7,5 7,5+8,5 0+1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Figure 3. Class domain R, and domain of sittings R,

clusters are compact and there is enough distance between
them.

Whenever there are classes with contacted boundary sur-
faces the following problems arise:

1. For the correct network work all classes must have the
same size in the direction of X, Y and Z. This condition is fulfilled
regarding the axis X and Y only.

infgrrnatien teshnolo gies
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2. The problem related to the position of the domains R.
and R2 and their centers exists in this case as weil. The Kohonen
network finds centers of the clusters and associates input vec-
tors to them. since this case the centers of the two crasses
coincide the network will find two new classes which are not
corresponing to the real classes.

There is a possible variant for classification using LVQ
network - to divide input vectors into 6 classes according to
the table 2 and 54 subclasses presented the sittings. (tigure 4).
The total number of Kohonen nodes is 60. The Grossberg layer
can unite all subclasses in one class - sittings.

E O ?

Figure 4. LVQ-network

The problem concerning irregular distribution of the classes
exists as well. This is a problem of the Kohonen layer.

This investigation shows that the standard Bp and LVQ
networks are not appropriate for classifying multidimensional
vectors in classes with contacted boundary surfaces when the
class centers are not distributed regularry in the space of input
vectors. This task requires the development of a new classifier
which is presented below.

inprr t
i lenl urrut-iersl

2.3. Conceptual Model of a New Classif ier
The classifier must have the following properties:
- to provide a correct classification of multidimensional

vectors in classes with contacted boundary surfaces, whether
the dimensions of the classes along the coordinate axis are
equal or not;

- to provide a correct classification when the sittings
class surrounds the other classes;

- to have an acceptable training recourse.
A conceptual model of a classifier which has the proper_

ties mentioned above is shown in figure 5.
It has a cascade structure built of two types of neural

networks - LVO and BPN. The classifier includes n LVQ net-
works (n is the size of the input vectors) and one Bp network
with N+1 output neurons (N is number of the classes). Each of
LVQ networks has one input which is connected to one of the
components of input vector and k number of outputs where
ki=rr +1 (m, is the number of the intervals along the axis x, which
corresponds to different classes). For example if the classes

define two intervals A, = 1] + x,J ,then k,= 3.
The idea is illustrated in figure 7a (n = Z).

The i-th component (x,) of the input vector is applied to
the input of the i-th LVQ network.

Whenever there are regular intervals along each axis
(figure 6D), the Kohonen layer contains m,+2 neurons. Weights
of the neurons are equal to the centers of the corresponding
intgruals (Xr.rnt., Xrcent., X,r.rnr., Xu,rrn,.). The Grossberg layer en-
codes the interuals ll and lll and combines the rest intervals I
and Vl (sittings) in one and encodes it.

lf there are irregular intervals, the Kohonen layer contains
2m+2-n*c neurohs (where n is the number of intervals with

ottt l .trr I
{ Cr.rCle'i

coclel
ra
t \r l )
D/'

l +  l +

Figure 5. Cascade Neural Network-conceptual model

clr i-le:
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minimal length; c is a parameter which has value 1 if there is
one interual with minimal length and othenruise its value is 0).
ln figure 6c it is shown that all intervals are separated by two
subclasses except the smallest and the last interual. The Grossberg
layer has m,+1 neurons. lt combines the two subintervals, cor-
responding to each of the classes. lt also combines two intervals
(l and lV) which correspond to sitting subclasses and encodes
it.

The BP network groups LVQ output vectors in the corre-
sponding classes and codes them. Allvectors, which get into the
first and fourlh interval form a sittings class.

Why do we use different LVQ networks for each compo-
nent of input vector instead of a standard LVO network which has
n inputs? Letus return to the case presented in fig. O. lf the
intervals are regular along each axis (figure 6a) the Kohonen
layer of the standard LVQ network will consists of 1O neurons.
Four of them represent the classes (1,2,3 and 4), The rest 12
neurons represent the sitting subclasses. The Grossberg layer
includes 5 neurons - 4 neurons represent classes and the fifth
neuron groups al l  si t t ings subclasses in one class. This is a
typical LVO network application, lf we set the weights precisely
(according to the centers of classes and subclasses) the net-
work will correctly classify input vectors. lf the intervals are
irregular and the weights of Kohonen layer are set according to
the centers of classes and subclasses the network will associ-
ate the input vectors to the nearer center (figure 6d). All vectors
which belong to one class (for example to the first class) and
are situated nearer to the center of the other neighbor class will
be incorrectly classified,

We can avoid this incorrect classification if we use
different LVO networks for each component of input vector. We
use two neurons for each interval with the exception of the
smallest and the last interual. The weights of these neurons are
set in accordance to thg values Xr.unt., Xrcent1., Xrcenr2, Xucentl.

x,*,. x,'*.

Xrrrcentz., Xvr.entr. , presented in fig. 6c. lf the input x, gets into the
second interual it will be associated to the Xrr.untr.0r Xrr,,ntz center
(depending on the distance between these two centers). The
Grossberg layer unites the outputs of the two neurons in one
interval (ll). This structure which consists of n LVQ networks
guarantees a correct classification of all input vector compo-
nents. The main role of BP network is to classify the input vector
into the correct class. lf there are two dimensional input vectors
and 4 intervals for each vector component x, the Kohonen layer
will have 6 neurons. The Grossberg layer will have 3 neurons.
Two of them will represent the intervals (ll and lll) corresponding
to the classes and will code them (for example using 100 and
010). The third neuron will represent the intervals (l and lV)
corresponding to the sitting subclasses and will code it (for
example 001). The BP network has to be trained to classify only
9 sixth-component binary vectors into 5 classes.

The proposed classifier architecture guarantees correct
input vector classification in classes with contacted boundary
surfaces whether the class centers are regularly distributed or
not.

The training of the neural networks included in the
cascade structure is separately realized. At first, we train the
LVO networks. After that we train BP network. The training of LVO
networks is implemented in the following order. At first we sei
the weights of neurons in LVQ network by hand. For the pre-
sented in fig.6c case the weights in the Kohonen layer are equal
to thg values Xr.rnt., Xrr.rnt1., Xrrcent2, Xrrrcentr, Xrrrrentz.. Xvrcenn . The
weight of first neuron is set equal to the center of first interval
(the smallest interval). The weight of neuron related to the last
interval is set to Wu = X,uo,o,n*h, where h is equal to the half
length of the smallest interval. The other intervals are presented
with 2 neurons with weights respectively Wr= X,,ouo,n *h, Wr=
X,,'orn'n-h il Wo= X'rnrgin +h, Wr= X,uorn,n'-h'

The number of neurons in the Grossberg layer in this

I
001

x1

Figure 6. Distribution of the classes and adjustment of Kohonen layer
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case is 3 for each the axis. The first and the last intervar are
united by one neuron. Two coupled subinteruals for the second
and the third interual are grouped by the second and the third
neur0n.

BP network is trained using limited set of binary vectors
which are the outputs of the LVQ networks. The training set is
shown in table 3. The BPN training'starts after the LVQ training.
The BPN input training vectors are formed in the following man-
ner. The lnput vectors from each of the classes and sitting
subclasses are applied to the input of LVO networks. The LVQ
output vectors are the input training vectors for the BpN. The BpN
targets corresponding to this input vectors are presented in table
3. The BPN represents all sitting subclasses with one class
(sittings).

Table 3

L V Q  o u t p u t s I

c  l ass

I I

c  l a s s

I I I

c l a s s

I V
c lass

S i t t i n g

subc I  asse s

L V Q ,  o u t  l 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
L V Q ,  o u t  2 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I

L V Q ,  o u t  3 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 0
L V Q "  o u t  I I I 0 0 U I 0 0 0
LVQ.  ou t  2 0 0 l I 0 0 0 0
L V Q "  o u t  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

B P  N  O u t p u t s V  c l a s s  ( I t  t gs)
O u t p u t , I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

O u t p u t , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

O u t p u t " 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0

O u t p u t o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

O u t p u t . 0 0 0 0 I I I

The proposed classifier has the following advantages:
1. A training set of input vectors is not used for LVO

training. The LVQ training is implemented by setting the weights.
This simplifies the training procedure and gives a possibility for
precise adjustment of classes' centers. That is more accurate
in comparison with the case when the crasses' centers are
obtained by clustering a large number of input vectors. lf the
classes' centers are obtained by clustering they can be dis-
placed from the real centers of the classes. This will lead to an
incorrect classification of the input vectors lying near to the
boundary surfaces,

2. BP network is trained by a limited set of binary vectors.
For example, if there are two-dimensionar input vectors and four
classes, the training set contains onry 9 six-dimensional binary
vectors. The seed separation problem requires a set of 36 ten-
dimensional binary vectors. There is not a training error. when
we use a standard BPN for seed corn separation there is a
training error about 47o/o.

3. The proposed classifier excludes a priori the possibility
for incorrect classification of input vectors in classes with con-
tacted boundary surfaces.

As a conclusion, it could be said that the proposed clas-
sifier has an acceptable training resource and gives a precise

classification of input vectors in classes with contacted boundary
sudaces.

3. Using the Classifier for Assessment
0l the Quality 0f Corn Seeds Separation

The classifier is used for evaluation the accuracy of corn
seeds separation in conformity with rhe table I and figure 2.we
use a corn seeds sample ( that consists of 1200 seeds) pro-
duced by the "Kneja lnstitute 0f Corn,,. The seed sizes are X
(height), Y (width), Z (length). These sizes are measured by a
mechanical (standard) and by a computer vision system.

The investigation aims to solve the following problems:
- Evaluation of the classification accuracy when the seed

sizes are measured by a standard method and by a computer
vision system.

- Comparison the results obtained by the proposed clas-
sifier with the results obtained by standard Bp network and
modified RBF network.

The values of X, Y, Z of some of the seed fractions mea-
sured by standard method and computer vision system are
shown in figure 7.

The graduation of X,Y ,Z in conformity with table.l is pre-
sented in fig.8. we simulate our classifier and BpN and RBFN
classifiers in MATLAB environment. The architectures of all clas-
sifiers are shown in figure g, figure | 0, figure fi and figurel.

The results from the simulation show the following:
1. The classification of all seeds from testing sample,

measured by a standard method, is correct if we use proposed
classifier. There is no classification error. In the same condi-
tions the classification error obtained by the BpN is 4l .s%.lt the
RBFN classifier is used the error is ZS.i%.

2. When the sizes of corn seeds are measured by a
computer vision system the classification error of proposed
classifier, the BPN and RBFN classifiers are respectively 5.8%,
36.1% and 12o/o.

3. The bigger classification error obtained by the BpN and
RBFN classifier when seed sizes are measured using standard
method is determined by the fact that big part of input vectors
are 0n the boundary surfaces and near them. When the seed
sizes are measured by a computer vision system there is a
displacement of the input vectors as a result of measure errors.
This leads to better classification of the seeds.

4. Gonclusion

1. Standard BP and modified RBF networks do not give a
satisfactorily solution of the problem related to the murtidimen-
sional vector classification in classes with contacted boundary
surfaces. For this task these networks have unacceptable an
training resource and a relatively low classification accuracy.

2. The proposed classifier which consists of standard LVQ
networks and a BP network can be easily trained. The training
of LVO networks is realized by setting the weights directly. For
this purpose we use the coordihates of center of classes and
sitting subclasses. The BP network is trained with a relatively
small set of bi,nary vectors.
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3

Figure 9. LVQ-networks

3. The proposed classifier has a bigger classification
accuracy in comparison to the classifiers based on a standard
BP or RBF networks. The obtained classification errors obtained
by the discussed three classifiers are respectively 0%, 4T.S%
and 25.'l% when the seed sizes are measured by a standard
method. lf the seed sizes are measured by computer vision
system the classification errors are respectively 5.8%, 36% and
12Vo.

4. The classifier could be adapted to different problems
related to the seed quality assessment and to the different tasks
concerning the multidimensional vector classification in classes
with contacted boundary surfaces.
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